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I. INTRODUCTION
conomic, Environmental, and technical problems such as the difficulty in construction of new transmission lines, new generation plants, and the raising load demand have let power system to operate near to its limit capacity [1, 2] . This is emerged in approaching to Maximum Loading Point (MLP), transmission lines with high R/X ratio and bus connections have a very high resistance and very low impedance that causes the power flow ill-conditioned system [3] . Therefore, the chance of the voltage collapse phenomenon is increased due to power system operation in the instability zone [4] . Although, voltage collapse is a dynamic problem, it can be considered as a static issue if the power systems parameters change slowly [5] . The change in these parameters corresponds to a small load increase in power system. Hence, a set of static nonlinear algebraic equations of the power flow equations is considered for the voltage stability study [6] . In this context, a several approaches based on power flow equations have been introduced to determine load flow solutions in ill conditioned system. This case forces the power flow equations to have Low Voltage Solution (LVS) or solution Type-1 as unstable equilibrium operation point.
Under this condition, the original power flow solutions as interesting power flow solution is called High Voltage Solution (HVS) [7] . In this regard, two main approaches are have been presented in order to find power system low voltage solutions, the State Space Search Methods (SSSM) and path following methods (PFM) [7, 8] . PFM utilizes trajectory of load demand increasing in PV curves to detect MLP and beyond it [9. This method is powerful and robust for detecting LVS [10] . However, PFM needs a large number of iteration and any prior information of the direction of load increasing to converge [7] . Also, PFM could not handle ill-conditioned and unsolvable condition in appropriate manner [11] . The PFM is classified as the Continuation methods (CM) and the Homotopy methods (HM) [9, 11, 12] . In contrary of CTM, SSSM does not need to several iterations and any previous information of direction of load demand increasing to calculate LVSs [13] . Because, SSSM is based on Newton Raphson Load Flow Method (NRLFM) using optimal multiplier [13, 14] . The optimal multiplier as accelerator damper converges the load flow equations in ill conditioned systems [15] . This paper uses the SSSM in polar coordinate from in order to find LVS at MLP of system as ill-conditioned system [16] . The polar coordinate compares with rectangular coordinate is system is more appropriate for power flow solution for illconditioned. Furthermore, polar coordinate form banes switching all of PV type buses to PQ that happened in rectangular form [17, 18, 19] . The contribution of this paper is apparent in introducing the proposed algorithm based on SSSM in order to obtain LVS's and MLP simultaneously. To evaluate the proposed method, case studies based on IEEE test systems of 14 and 30, in well and ill-conditioned systems are tested [20] .
II. IMPROVED STATE SPACE SEARCH METHOD
The power flow equations as a set of nonlinear equations can be written as: 
The classical Newton-based methods can solve E.q (2) by neglecting the second term E.q (2) . But in ill conditioned system first initial estimation of newton-based methods state variables such as Newton Raphson Load Flow Method (NRLFM) is far away from real solution. In this context, the State Space Search Method (SSSM) modifies the direction of state variables in state space from first initial estimation to find best stable solution or low voltages solutions [7, 13] . Therefore, the modification of next step of state variables is
where λ is multiplier damper that is used to modify the mismatch vector of state variables. Hence, E.q (3) can be
λ is called optimal multiplier due to optimization method based on nonlinear programming technique is utilized to calculate it. Under this condition, the multiplier cost function in E.q (5) is defined as objective function in order to obtain then the correction value of state variable as follows
We can get by manipulating (5) to
Iba et al. improved that the optimum points of multiplier cost function as quartic function in E.q (6) has a two minimum points and one maximum point [14] . The assumption illustration of E.q (6) is depicted in Fig.1 . In well conditioned system, the classical newton-based method can only detect one of these minimum points as interested solution point called the high voltage solution (HVS). For this case λ is equal to one. In ill conditioned system, by increasing the load demand of system, two minimum points of E.q (6) are forced to get closer to each other and meet at MLP located at maximum point of Fig.1 . For this condition the closet value of λ to one is selected as the optimal multiplier to find LVS. Furthermore, it can be observed that E.q (6) is based on NRLFM.
λ Fig.1 . Illustration of assumption multiplier cost function respect λ However, optimal multiplier λ is computed by minimizing E.q (6) respect with λ as follows
where E=-D in order to simplify (7) [13] . The Cardan method is used to find possible real roots of this cubic equation. E.q (7) has three real roots in well-conditioned system. The numbers of real solutions of E.q (7) are decreased at MLP. E.q (7) does not have any real solution in unsolvable operation zone beyond MLP. The proposed algorithm based on SSSM to calculate LVS in terms of load demand increasing is as follows Increase predefined load demands based defined step then run NRLFM 1-If NRLFM converges go to 1 otherwise go to 3 2-Calculate the closet optimal multiplier to one of equation (6) by using cardan method due to calculate low voltage solutions. 3-Increase load demands based defined step 4-If that E.q (7) has a real solution (as index to approaching to MLP) stop process and calculate the LVS based on this optimal multiplier otherwise go to (3).
III. CASE STUDY IEEE 14 and 30-bus test system are tested to show convergence characteristics of SSSM at MLP as illconditioned system. The single transmission diagram of IEEE 14 and 30 bus systems are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 respectively. The linear active and reactive load demand models are utilized to detect the maximum loading point of these systms as follows [15] : Table I and II show the divergence characteristics of NRLFM in calculating LVS's at MLP IEEE 30 and 14 bus systems respectively. In addition, the drastic difference between load flow solutions in ill and well -conditioned for both systems confirms that the result of NRLFM is not at vicinity of its initial guess in ill conditioned system. On the other hand, the value of phase angle at MLP in Table I and II implies the enhancement of buses voltage angle during demand increasing declines the voltage stability margin. Due to voltage stability can be verified as a static issue if the power systems parameters change slowly. The performance of SSSM to find LVS at MLP is shown in Table III . On account of value of voltage in TABLE III and IV can be assessed that SSSM computes the possible lowest LVS.
Base on this fact, the role of buses 14 and 30 in IEEE 14 and 30 bus systems as the weakest buses in ill conditioned are same with their roles in well -conditioned of aforesaid test systems. For instance, bus 30 in IEEE 30bus system is selected as the most sensitive bus for contingency analysis for voltage collapse in ill and well-conditioned simultaneously. Multiplier cost functions in E.q (6) for 14 and 30 IEEE bus systems are depicted in Fig.4 and Fg.5 respectively. A single minimum point in Fig.4 remarks that only one optimal multiplier remains for IEEE 14 bus system. The value of single optimal multiplier of IEEE 14 bus system is 0.8279903 calculated by E.q (6). Truly, E.q (6) for IEEE 14 bus system has an on real root 0.8279903 and two imaginary roots that are 0.349982+i0.212271 and 0.349982-i0.212271. Furthermore, the existence only on optimal multiplier at MLP approves the LVS's meeting at MLP for IEEE 14 bus system. The close being of 0.8279903 to 1 also is shown. IEEE 30 bus system has the three optimal multiplier at MLP 5 consist, 0.117464, 0.381862 and 0.998313. Indeed, the values of multipliers at minimum points of IEEE 30 bus system multiplier cost function are the optimal multipliers. For this case, the closest optimal multiplier to one is chosen as the desirable optimal multiplier. It can be seen the existence of multi-optimal multiplies at MLP. The important point in this context is that the value of their corresponding multiplier cost functions is very near to each other. This is because the scale of 14 and 30 IEEE bus systems multiplier cost functions are based on 0.0001.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper shows the state space search method (SSSM) is a robust, reliable and simple method in order to calculate Low Voltage solution (LVS) at Maximum Loading Point (MLP) in ill conditioned system. Also, it has been revealed that the proposed algorithms based on SSSM can obtain LVS'S and MLP simultaneously. For this purpose, the closet optimal multiplier to one has been selected as the desirable optimal multiplier to find LVS's at MLP. The capability of SSSM has been validated by IEEE test systems of 14 and 30 in well and maximum loading point as ill-conditioned system.
